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From: 'Rob Howard" <rob.howard~earthlink.net>
To: "'Ujagar Bhachu'" <USB@nrc.gov>
Date: 11/19/03 10:59AM
Subject: Environics Amendment Application

Ujagar,

I have spoken with my colleagues at Environics and find that prior to around
Summer 2002, all units shipped to the US had the 'Amersham' sources
installed. At this time however all units are being shipped to the US with
the NRD version. It would therefore be sensible to keep the reference to
MA1 059S1 74-S on our Licenses.

Following up from our conversation of this morning I'd like to reconfirm
your statement about the wipe test requirement in writing. It is my
understanding that although an SS&D sheet may show a required leak-test
frequency, it is however the Exempted License which takes precedence; and
therefore in the case of Environics' Exempted detectors there is no
requirement to have them regularly leak tested per the Sealed Source
Registration.

Regards,

CC: "'Michael Phillips'" <michael.phillips@environicsusa.com>
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Ujagar,

I have spoken with my colleagues at Environics and find that prior to around Summer 2002, all units
shipped to the US had the 'Amersham' sources Installed. At this time however all units are being shipped
to the US with the NRD version. It would therefore be sensible to keep the reference to MAII059S174-S on
our Licenses.

Following up from our conversation of this morning I'd like to reconfirm your statement about the wipe test
requirement in writing. It is my understanding that although an SS&D sheet may show a required leak-test
frequency, it is however the Exempted License which takes precedence; and therefore in the case of
Environics' Exempted detectors there Is no requirement to have them regularly leak tested per the Sealed
Source Registration.

Regards,
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